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Check out the latest JSS headlines:

New resources for the JSS programNew resources for the JSS program
New resources have been created to assist with both traditional and virtual JSS.
Have you affiliated yet? Once affiliated, you will have access to the online
resources. Check out one of the new resources herehere.

https://tsaweb.org/competitions-programs/junior-solar-sprint-(jss)
https://tsaweb.org/docs/default-source/jss/jss-materials-substitution-list.pdf?sfvrsn=8bc56b4_2


Have questions about JSS?Have questions about JSS?
TSA Middle School Advisors, do you have questions about the implementation of
JSS? Please send them to sking@tsaweb.orgsking@tsaweb.org.

Free KitsFree Kits
TSA middle school chapter advisors—once you have affiliated your chapter and
registered for JSS on CventCvent—send your name, school and shipping address
to sking@tsaweb.org to receive a limited amount of FREE PITSCO Ray Catcher
Kits! Each kit contains a solar panel, electric motor, and a pair of small alligator
clips for easy hookup.

Ready, Set, Go!Ready, Set, Go!
Register for Junior Solar Sprint (JSS)Register for Junior Solar Sprint (JSS)

Please ensure that all teachers and/or advisors, volunteers, and participants are
registering on the CventCvent site. Students can fill out the registration on their own—
but they will need a parent/legal guardian’s digital signature on the “Additional
Information” page of the registration.

Looking for ways to give your entry a boost?
Here are some tips and techniques suggested by JSS Event Coordinator Bob Walters:

Tip #5: Gear RatioTip #5: Gear Ratio

Gear Ratio with Pulleys or Gears

Typical DrivetrainsTypical Drivetrains

mailto:sking@tsaweb.org
https://cvent.me/vvbQee
mailto:sking@tsaweb.org
https://cvent.me/vvbQee
https://cvent.me/vvbQee


Wire or Paper Clip Pulley Flexible Plastic Coil

Gear ratio is calculated by dividing the number of teeth on the driven gear by the number of teeth on
the drive gear. If pulleys are used the gear ratio is determined by the relative circumference of the
pulleys. The gear ratio along with the drive wheel diameter are critical factors which determine the
speed of the JSS vehicle. Various occurrences of friction must be reduced to a minimum. These
friction points include; guideline resistance, friction between gears, and the rubbing of axles in
bearings. When mounting the motor and gears take care that they mesh well. Also be aware that in
addition to spinning, the axles will also move within the bearings, in directions which are
perpendicular to the axle length. Up and down, for example. Wheels may spin fine when holding the
vehicle in the air. If the vehicle does not move when it’s on the ground the culpert could be that the
gears are too tightly connected.

Each month, learn more about AEOP and its STEM connections.

"The Alumni Council’s mission is to engage, inform, and inspire
AEOP STEM Alumni through post-programmatic honors,
educational, and networking opportunities, in a richly intellectual,
socially diverse, and professionally sustainable Alumni
Association".
Meet one of AEOP’s alumni and read about her experience with
the JSS program here. 

https://www.usaeop.com/bio/vedika-agnihotri-2/


Consider sending your JSS or JSS Jumpstart team story and images to us to
feature in the next edition!

SUBMIT YOUR JSS TEAM STORY ANDSUBMIT YOUR JSS TEAM STORY AND
PHOTOSPHOTOS
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeJs1QGCQr6H-JPXBav8V_sC6m3guQZ-Z1XbBn7hOEnL2PhnQ/viewform?usp=sf_link
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeJs1QGCQr6H-JPXBav8V_sC6m3guQZ-Z1XbBn7hOEnL2PhnQ/viewform
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